Loss of phase synchrony in an animal model of partial status epilepticus.
Interrupting a focal, chronic infusion of GABA to the rat motor cortex initiates the progressive emergence of a sustained spiking electroencephalographic (EEG) activity, associated with myoclonic jerks of the corresponding body territory. This activity is maintained over several hours, has an average frequency of 1.5 Hz, is localized to the infusion site and never generalizes. The GABA withdrawal syndrome (GWS) has therefore features of partial status epilepticus. Changes in EEG signals associated with the GWS were studied in freely moving rats by measuring the phase synchrony between bilateral epidural records from the neocortex. Our results showed (i) epileptic activity was associated with a striking decrease in phase synchrony between all pairs of electrodes including the focus, predominantly in the 1-6 Hz frequency range. There was a mean decrease of 75.34+/-5.26% in phase synchrony levels between the period before GABA interruption and the period after epileptic activity appeared. (ii) This reduction in synchrony contrasted with an increase of power spectral density in the corresponding EEG channels over the same 1-6 Hz frequency range, (iii) neither changes in synchrony nor in nonlinear dynamics were detected before the first EEG spikes, (iv) systemic injection of ketamine, an antagonist of N-methyl-d-aspartic acid (NMDA) receptors, modified transiently both epileptic activity and the synchrony profile. (v) Spiking activity and synchrony changes were suppressed by reperfusion of GABA. Our data suggest that, during a partial status epilepticus, interactions between the epileptic focus and connected neocortical neuronal populations are dramatically decreased in low frequencies.